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**Abstract**: An “Automated Generic Prescription” System Is Developed To Assist The Patient By Eradicating Outdated Paper Based System In The Era Of Fast Technology And Big Data Management. Its Prime Objective Is To Make Masses Aware Of The Cheaper Generic Substitute To The Medicines Their Doctors Prescribe, To Make Sure Everyone Is Able To Forget Their Care Of Disease Or Illness Irrespective Of Any Shortcoming In Their Lifestyles. And To Make This A Stringent Possibility We Come With A Universal Token As A Reference To The Patient’s Data To Be Stored In Our Database Which Would Be Used By Our System To Get Secured Access Of One’s Details When They Go To Any Of The Medical Fraternity To Avail Their Services. We Maintain And Fetch Every Previous History Of The Patient’s Visit To The Doctor With A Single Reference Id For The Doctors To Help Them Check And Evaluate The Patient’s Health Accordingly And Reach To A More Significant And Precise Decisions.
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**I. INTRODUCTION**

The Present Medical System Focuses On Prescribing Branded Medicines To The Patients By Disregarding The Available Generic Substitutes To The Branded Ones. Moreover The System Currently In Use Focuses On Paper Based Data To Map A Patient’s Medical History Making It Very Tedious To Maintain Medical Record In The Long Run For The Patient. The Advantage Of Proposed System Is That It Is Able To Map The Generic Medicines To The Entered Symptoms Thus Providing An Option To The Patients In Availing Cheap And Effective Medicines; The Mapping Is Based On Real Time, Thus Saving Time And Assisting The Patient Financially. The Digitalization Of Medical History By Linking It With A Patients Aadhar Card Will Help In Retrieving Medical Records As And When Demanded, Eradicating The Need To Use And Maintain Medical Files.


**II. SCOPE**

The Undergoing Project Work Is To Be Used For Prescribing Generic Medicines, To Assist Common People Across Country Using An Integrated App Based Medical Diagnostic And Prescription System. The System Can Be Further Modified To Keep A Check On The Restricted Medicines With A Researched View On The Compositions Of The Medicines That Might Affect The People Across A Given Geographic Condition. The Government’s Medical Council Can Monopolize And Gain Complete Authority Of The System For The Good Of The Masses. These Governmental Bodies Can Easily Implement And Regulate The Medical Laws In Interest Of The Citizens Through This Common Platform.

The System Maintains The Track Of The Patient’s Medical History Framed With The Support Of The Stored Data Of Medicines From Which The Doctors Would Prescribe, By Judging Proper Symptoms Of The Patients. This System, Thus, Could Also Be Easily Complemented In Future With Various Medical Benefits That A Patient Could Avail With Ease Of Quick Transaction And Transparency.

**III. LITERATURE SURVEYED**
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There are health care laws like personal information protection and electronic document act (PIPEDA), health insurance portability and accountability act (HIPAA) etc. to protect the health information and govern their dissemination. In this study, we have focused on HIPAA. We have developed the system based on its privacy and security features. We have also analyzed about storage system that could be used to manage large volume of health care records. Today, the usage of information technology (IT) in healthcare sector including public hospitals has become more widespread. IT tools such as electronic medical records (EMR) have been found to improve the efficiency of hospital services especially in terms of patient data management. However, only several public hospitals in Malaysia are using the EMR system to manage their filing system. Therefore, this paper discusses the issues that arise in adopting the EMR among public hospitals, and proposes a framework of EMR adoption for Malaysia's public hospitals. In this paper, the EMR system is discussed in general. Theories related to technology adoption are also discussed in general. Moreover, issues concerning the adoption of EMR system in previous studies are also discussed. These issues include cost-related issues, technology-related issues, knowledge-related issues, human-related issue, and legal issues. These issues may influence the adoption of EMR to improve healthcare quality service. Consequently, EMR adoption model for public hospitals is proposed.

IV. Proposed System
System Block Diagram I.E. Figure Below Serves As Framework Of The System. The Server In This Framework Acts As A Central Component Of The Entire System And Is Responsible For Indexing The Entered Prescription Accordingly To Get The Generic Output Of Medicines To View.

Device/Server
The server will store the patient data, with the help of his unique Aadhar card number. His details will be mapped alongside his unique ID. The system will also provide generic alternatives to the doctor entered prescription based on symptoms arising out of the diagnosis. The system aims at providing alternative generic medicines by indexing and matching with the symptoms, with the help of a predefined medicine database stored in the backend of the system. It also provides a faster retrieval of the patient’s record with the help of QR code scanning on the go, providing him with the details of his medical history whenever required.

Patient/Doctor
The doctor will be able to enter the prescription by logging onto the system, with their verified credentials. The system also enables them to register new users (read patient) by scanning the QR code thereby making fresh registrations. The user (read patient) will be granted a view option towards his medical data. This feature will be available as and when demanded by the user.

V. Figures And Tables
Initially the application would require registration by the doctors. The registered doctors would then be able to access the system and the diagnosis readings would be mapped with the generic medicines list stored in our database. After completion of the procedure, the history will be saved against patients Aadhar ID. Hence readings would be stored in the database so the user can access it with the help of login details.
VI. EXPECTED OUTPUT

Upon Doctors Registration And Rightful Authentication With The System, The Doctor Would Be Authorized To Assess And Create A New Record Of Any Given Patient Through His/Her Aadhar Card Scan. The Doctor Would Then Diagnose And Enter The Symptoms Which Would In Turn Assist In Selecting The Right Cure Of The Symptoms And Also Suggest The Cheaper Generic Substitute To The Doctor’s Prescription To Be Finally Stored For Later Access At The Pharmacy Stores Or In Further Follow Up To The Doctors.
VII. Conclusion

The Use Of Generic Medicines, Compared To Their Branded Counterparts, Has The Potential To Substantially Reduce Out-Of-Pocket Expenditure On Drugs For Patients With Chronic Diseases. Generic Substitution Of Brand Prescriptions Is An Accepted Practice In Many Parts Of The World, And This Is Often Done For Economic Reasons. The Major Advantage Of Generic Medicine Use Is The Cost Benefit. Generic Medicine Cannot Be Marketed At A Price Higher Than The Branded Medicine, So It Is Often A Cheaper Option, Both For The Consumer. Thus This System Makes It Possible For The User To Search For Such Generic Substitutes With Respect To The Branded Ones. A Medical Record Is The Property Of A Patient & Just Like Any Property Its Value Depends On Proper Identification, Accurate Documentation, Easy Transferability And The Rights To Access It. Our System Has The Potential To Create A Universal Health Record For Any Patient Using Our System Of Software Ensuring That There Isn’t Any Kind Of Business Manipulation Over Such Critical Domains Of Health Sector For Personal Or Evil Benefits. Patients Can Access Medical Records From Their Digital Locker Anywhere At Any Time. This Will Lead To Democratization Of Health Care Delivery.
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